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Presentation Overview

 Motivation, task definition

 Known methods for formulae recognition

 Proposed method

 Used 2D grammars

 Implementation, results
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Formula Recognition Task

 Off-line recognition: Used to convert scanned 

mathematical texts into an electronic form.

 On-line recognition: Connected to pen-based computing 

technologies (growing importance due to tablet PCs).
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Pattern of Usual Approaches

Two independent stages:

 Symbols detection and recognition.

 Structural analysis.

symbols recognition

structural analysis

error corrections (optional)

derivation tree

image,
sequence of
strokes

symbols (+ coordinates

and font sizes)
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Known Methods

Symbols recognition:

 Image segmentation + OCR tool.

 Image segmentation and character recognition performed 

simultaneously (e.g., by using Hidden Markov Models).

Structural analysis:

 Grammar based (geometric grammars, graph grammars, 

2D context-free grammars).

 Non-grammar based (minimum spanning tree).
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Criticism of the Methods

 It is very difficult to recover from errors made in the 

segmentation phase.

 Only local structural relations taken into account or not 

taken into account at all.
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Our Method

 Based on general structural construction by M.I. 

Schlesinger, V. Hlaváč: Ten Lectures on Statistical and 

Syntactic Pattern Recognition, Kluwer Academic 

Publishers, 2002

 Segmentation driven by structural analysis, suitable for 

recognition of objects with rich structure (formulae, 

schemas, etc.).
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Segmentation Ambiguities Example
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Expected

Result:

Incorrect

interpretation:
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Method Overview

Two phases:

 Elementary symbols candidates detection

 Structural analysis based on 2D grammar parsing

Difference:

 The first phase looks for elementary symbols candidates
(any group of strokes recognizable by the used OCR tool).

 The second phase decides which of the candidates really
fit into the formulae structure.
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Elementary Symbols Detection
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 Detect subsets of strokes that form a symbol.

 To speed up the process

• Assumption: one symbol composed maximally of 4 strokes.

• Only subsets of “neighbouring” strokes are considered.

 Choose candidates, evaluated them by OCR tool (labels and penalties
produced).
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Elementary Symbols Detection

 Evaluation by OCR tool – label, penalty and symbol metrics produced

- Bounding box (width, height)

- Base line
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2D Grammar

 Productions model relationships among mathematical symbols.
 Context free-form, usage limited by a spatial constraint.
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Example: “power to” production
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Parsing

 Input formed by a set of strokes.
 Algorithm starts with elementary symbols detected by the first

phase (terminals).
 Bottom up process, new group of strokes derived incrementally

(non-terminals).

 Again, each derivation assigned by a label (non-terminal),
penalty and metrics.

 Result: group of strokes, labelled by the initial non-terminal, with

the lowest penalty (after penalty adjustment)
 Several techniques used to speed-up the algorithm (orthogonal

range searching, pruning)
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Penalty Computation

Based on summing partial penalties determined by the
following criteria:

 Penalty of the original groups of strokes the production is applied on.
 Penalty for other intersecting strokes.
 Used production.
 Relative sizes and positions of the original groups of strokes (resp.

their bounding boxes).
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Work Progress

 D.Průša, V.Hlaváč: Mathematical Formulae Recognition 

Using 2D Grammars, ICDAR 2007

• Pilot study in Java, off-line recognition

 D.Průša, V.Hlaváč: Structural Construction for On-Line 

Mathematical Formulae Recognition, ICPR 2008
• The method applied to on-line recognition

 Eva Gallardo Pérez: Master thesis, 2009
• 2D grammar production’s set extended + additional improvements

 Jan Stria: Master thesis in progress, started in 2010
• Implementation in C#

• Uses Microsoft SDK (on-line character recognition, rich support for 

on-line drawing)

• Method improvements
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More Details on C# Version

Java version limitations:
• Inaccurate, user dependent OCR tool

• Production’s parameters (constraints) extracted only from a small 

training data set, the extraction process is not fully automatic

C# version goals:
• Use OCR provided by Microsoft SDK (however, it does not support 

all mathematical symbols, the current OCR is still needed)

• Improve UI, make it more interactive, evaluate formulae on the fly 

and display partial results

• Allow user to perform correction (if needed, e.g. in recognized 

symbols)

• Design a better model for production’s constraints and extract them 

automatically from a sufficiently large training data set

• Extend the form of productions right-hand sides (so far, maximally 

two elements are allowed – analogy to the Chomsky normal form)


